We develop a finite-suemaling theory describing the joint density and energy fluctuations in a near-mitical fluid. As a result of the mixing of the lemperalure and chemical potential in the WO relevant scaling fields, the energy operator features in the crilical density distribution as an antisymmetric mrrestion lo the Limiting ale-invariant form Both the limiling form and the correction am predicted to be fuaetions that are characteristic of lhe king universality dass, and am independently knom. The theory is tested with extensive Monte Carlo studies of lhe lvmdimensional LennardJones fluid, within the grand canonical ensemble. The simulations and sgling framework together are shown to prwide a powerful way of identifying lhe loCalion of lhe liquid-gas aitical point, while confirming and darimng its esenlially king charader. 'Ihe simulations also show a clearly identifiable signature of the rield-mixing responsible for the hilure of ihe law of rectilinear dismeler.
Introduction
Within the contemporary framework, the theoretical problems posed by a given mntinuons phase transition fall naturally into two categories. First one may wish to establish the universality class [I] to which the phase transition belongs, thereby identifying the values of the universal quantities characterizing the critical behaviour. Second one may wish to determine the set of non-universal quantities (notably those that locate the critical point, and the associated relevant scaling fields) in terms of the parameters describing the microscopic interactions. Notwithstanding its familiarity, the continuous phase transition associated with the liquid-gas critical point of the simple fluid continues to p e problems in both categories: we consider them in turn.
It has been both long and widely believed [Z] that the liquid-gas critical point falls into the universality class of the simple king model, the default for systems with short-range interactions and a scalar order parameter. There is substantial circumstantial evidence supporting this view (31: the measured values of the liquid-gas critical indices are, it now seems generally agreed, quite consistent with the values emerging from both series expansion studies of the three-dimensional lattice Ising model, and renormalization group studies of its continuum counterpart The direct evidence is less satisfying. Analytic studies have focused on a partially phenomenological Landau-Ginsburg-Wilson Hamiltonian incorporating 'odd' terms to reflect the absence of particle-hole symmetry characteristic of real fluids: expansions in 4 -d show [4, 51 that such terms constitute perturbations that are irrelevant with respect to the conventional king fixed point of the renormalization group, suggesting that the king behaviour does indeed suMve the lowered symmetry, at least 'near' dimension d = 4. However the 'path' (renormalization group flow process) that connects 30% a realistic microscopic fluid model Hamiltonian to the Ising fixed p i n t form (in physical dimensions!) remains largely unexplored, and its very existence open to question [6]t. As regards computer-simulation determination of the universal critical behaviour, there is, to our knowledge, no work remotely comparable with the work on lattice models.
The extent of the current knowledge of non-universal features of the critical behaviour in even the simplest model fluids is also severely limited by the dearth of large-scale simulations conducted with an understanding of the problems posed by the critical region. Thus, for example, studies of the prototype model fluid (the two-dimensional Lennard-Jones model, also the subject of the present work), have yielded [7-101 wildly varying assignments of the critical temperature, largely (we believe) because of a failure to appreciate the scale and character of finite-size effects. Moreover, none of these studies has attempted to explore the physical character of the relevant scaling fields, which (it has long been appreciated [ll] ) should comprise mirrures of the chemical potential and the temperature. This 'mixing', a manifestation of particle-hole asymmetry, is a fundamental issue in the theory of critical fluids. Its most widely celebrated signature-the failure of the 'law of rectilinear diameter'
[Ill-has elicited considerable experimental activity [12-161. While there b some understanding of the microscopic factors controlling the size of the effect [17-191, little attention seems to hab'e been given to whether it might have some other signature, more accessible to simulation experiments. Two recent papers have made some inroads into at least some of these problems. First, Reatto ec ul 1201 have developed a computational formalism, originally set out some time ago [21] , having a renormalization-group flavour, and with the potential to predict both universal and non-universal critical-point parameters. The results are numerically impressive. However the approach seems to rely implicitly on a small '4 -d' approximation, and, because of the originality of its formulation, does less than one might wish to illuminate the respects in which the fluid 'belongs' to the Ising universality class.
By contrast, the work of We summarize the main features of our results. First, we provide good evidence that the critical-point distribution of the fluid density matches quantitatively the critical distribution of the magnerization of the king magnet, thereby confirming the status of the fluid as a member of the Ising universality class, and exposing more fully its meaning. Second, we find that the mapping onto universal king-like behaviour sets in at remarkably short length-scales, being evident already in systems containing only (a mean of) the order of lo2 particles. Third, our results suggest that most previous analyses of this system have significantly overeshnaled the critical temperature as a result of a failure to handle finite-size effects, whose character is graphically exposed by the present analysis. Finally, our results provide substantial corroboration of our extended scaling theoly, and show a clear signature of the mixing responsible for the failure of the law of rectilinear diameter.
Background
We consider a classical single-component fluid whose configurational energy + (which we \h7ite in units of k,T) resides in a sum of painuse interactions amongst the N particles it contains: We shall be concerned with the behaviour of the number density
and the configurational energy demiry which we ~t e in units of the dimensionless well depth, w . The statistical behaviour of these variables is fully described by their joint probability distribution, defined formally by
or, more explicitly, We shall focus specifically on the region close to the critical point, which is located (within the grand canonical framework) by critical values p c and wc of the (reduced) chemical potential and well depth. The deviations of these two control parameters from their critical values will control the sizes of the two relevant scaling fields, T and h, of the fixed point characterizing the critical behaviour [B]. In general (in the absence of the special symmetry prevailing in the king ferromagnet) we expect [ll] that these scaling fields will comprise linenr combinntiom of these deviations:
where s and r are system-specific parameters controlling the extent of the mixing, and vanishing identically for systems with the king symmetry. Associated with thesc two scaling fields are the two relevant conjugate operators, , 5 and M , defined by the requirements that
and identifiable in the Ising context as the energy density and magnetization respectively. As a result of the mixed character of the scaling fields, one finds that, in the present context, these operators are linear combhations of the energy and number densities: anticipate that the function pM,, will be universal.
We motivate and qualify these proposals with the following remarks.
First, we note that they constitute a generalization of the finite-sizescaling ansatz for the order-parameter (magnetization) distribution in systems with the Ising symmetry [24] which is recovered, in the present framework, with the identifications M -+ A4 (the magnetization), C -E (the energy density), 7 -+ t (the reduced temperature), with h the magnetic field, and formal integration over the energy fluctuations to yield: this extended scaling proposal is made on phenomenological grounds, some of which feature in a discussion of the energy spectrum at first-order transitions to be found in [33] . We remark that we would nof expect the extended theory to hold unless the 'energy' operator is, like the 'order parameter', a strongly fluctuating quantity, whose signature is a divergent specific heat: it is only in these circumstances that it can be consistent to wite a scaling form that captures the 'singular' behaviour of the coexistence cuwe diameter identified in equation (212), but not the 'analytic' term that is actually widely observed, often to the exclusion of the non-analytic contribution. The situation we consider explicitly in the coursc of the simulations only barely satisfies this criterion: the specific heat is only logurihmical@ divergent in the d = 2 king universality class [MI; even this situation almost certainly calls for an elaboration of equation (2.1Oa), since such logarithmic behaviour k known to involve contributions which, in other circumstances would be dismissed as analytic background (sec, e.g.. 1351). We have not attempted to construct that more elaborate form-in part, at least because the extended scaling oltsoe (2.1Oa) turns out to offer a remarkably successful account of our simulations, which involve the energy spectrum only in the limited way we proceed to describe.
Our specific concern is with the distribution of the fluid number density, which follows &om equations (2.5u), (2.8), (2.9) and (ZlOa) Now the structure of our proposed scaling form (2.lOn) shows that at (or close to) criticality the typical size of fluctuations in the energy-like operator, 6&, will vary with system sue L as where $M(z,y,z) is the function identified in equation (2.lla) prescribing the king magnetization distribution. We conclude then that, to within terms representing corrections m the leading finite-size-scaling behaviour, the reduced symmetry of the fluid manifests itself in the number-density distribution only through the mixed character of the scaling fields (2.6) Equation (2.14) is the key result for what follows. We will check and exploit its consequences at and, to a more limited degree, close to the fluid critical point Precisely at criticality equation (2.14) implies simply (appealing to (2.10~5)): is the mean energy density for a given p. The first of these results provides assistance in refining assigned locations of coexistence and criticality (as described in the discussion of the simulations later). The second result fulfils a similar function, but in addition furnishes a further testable relation. Specifically, appealing to our proposed scaling form (214), together with the wdependence of the scaling fields recorded in (26) (and (2.8)) and feeding the consequences into (2.17b), we obtain at criticality (where In what follows we shall see that, notwithstanding its Status as a 'correction' to the leading behaviour, the existence and character of this contribution can be corroborated through simulation, by exploiting this symmetry-in much the same way as the related energy-like singularity in the coexistence curve diameter (equation (2.12)) is exposed by exploiting the symmetry-breaking that it represents.
Monte Carlo studies

Preliminaries
The Monte Carlo simulations described here were performed on the distributed array processors (DAPs) at the Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre. We detail here the choices made in formulating the problem computationally.
We chose to implement a geometrical decomposition of the problem, to which the DAP architecture [%I is particularly well suited in two dimensions. With this strategy our two-dimensional space is partitioned into a square array of C x C square 'cells', the array as a whole being subject to periodic boundary conditions. Each 'cell' is in the charge of one processor in the sense that the coordinates of particles within the cell at any instant are handled by the corresponding processor. The mapping of the array of cells onto the array of processors involves the choice of two parameters: the size of the cell, a (in relation to the fundamental microscopic length-scale parameter cr, defined in equation (2.2)) and the linear dimension C of the array of cells. The choice of a involves a compromise. If a is 'large' the number of particles per cell will be large, and the task of computing the interactions amongst the particles within one cell becomes a computationally intensive one, falling on a single processor. On the other hand, if a is 'small', a particle in one cell will interact with others in (many) distant cells, again making the task of identifying and calculating the interactions a demanding one. In practice we chose a = rc, the Lennard-Jones cutoff, discussed later. This choice results in a mean number of approximately three particles per cell in the pure fluid phase and 1.5 particles in the coexistence region, while ensuring that interactions emanating from particle in one cell do not extend beyond the eight cells adjacent to it.
The characteristics of the processor array itself encourage choices of the form C = 2%, with L = 64 as a formal upper limit. We chose to study the cases L = 8
and L = 16, containing respectively of order 100 and 400 particles at criticality, the latter proving to be the practical upper limit imposed by the need to cope with 3G% critical slowing down. As the number of available processors (40%) exceeds the number of cells in both cases, we were able to study a number of independent systems simultaneously, thus considerably enhancing the rate of data acquisition after equilibration. When simulating systems whose interaction potential decays rapidly with particle separation, it is usual to truncate the potential to reduce the computational effort.
In the present work, we chose to truncate the Lennard-Jones potential at a distance rc = 2.00. This While surely of no consequence for universal characteristics of the critical behaviour, these differences have consequences for assignments of non-universal parameters, to which we will return.
Our Monte Carlo procedure itself has a Metropolis form, similar to that described by Adam for the grand canonical ensemble 1371, but with two key differences. Fit our algorithm has a parallel form, permitting the simultaneous update of particles within different cells (subject to constraints that such particles do not interact). Seeond, we chose to implement only particle fransfer (insertion and deletion), leaving particle moves to be performed implicitly as a result of repeated transfers. This choice is acceptable formally (it clearly realizes an ergodic system); it is also physically well motivated since it directs the computational effort at the density fluctuations, which are the bottleneck for configuration space evolution, the intrinsic inefficiency of particle insertion at high densities being compounded by the problem of critical slowing down. However we have not attempted to determine systematically whether this choice is optimal, given the current objectives. We note for future reference that the algorithm actually utilizes not the true (reduced) chemical potential where po is the chemical potential in the non-interacting (ideal gas) limit. It is t h i s effective value that features in the results that follow. In a similar vein, we will also follow the convention according to which the system density is expressed as the mean number of particles, p*, within the region defined by the Lennard-Jones potential parameter O :
Finally, for the observables to be recorded, we chose the distribution of the particle density p r ( p ) (identitied in the lint instance as a histogram of particle number), together with the energy density function (~( p ) ) , identifed as the mean value of the energy density (2.46) for each value of p explored in the course of the simulation.
Equilibration and sampling considerarions
Our principal concern in this work is with the behaviour on (or near) the liquidvapour coexistence curve, and at the critical point in which it terminates. The metastable states associated with the former and the critical slowing down associated with the latter both result in extended equilibration times, the length of which it is essential to gauge. lb do so we carried out a series of test runs, in the vicinity of the coexistence curve (where equilibration problems are most acute), located in a manner to be described in the following section. The test runs each comprised a pair of simulation runs, each assigned identical model parameters, but different starting configurations. In the one case the run was started from a pure vapour configuration while in the other a pure liquid conliguration was used. These initial configurations were themselves the product of preliminary runs performed well within the respective single phase regions. Over the course of each simulation we monitored the time evolution of the density distribution (and the mean density itself) by dividing each run into a number of consecutive measuring periods, each consisting of some 2 x lo5
Monte Carlo steps per ceII ( M a ) , and accumulating obnemtions over each measuring period. Successive observations were separated by a number of intermediate MCS to reduce correlations in the data. Comparisons of the distributions built up over each period thus served to aid the identification of any systematic trends in the behaviour.
The behaviour ObSeNed was found to depend on the system size, the initial configuration and the chosen position on the phase boundary. The essential points are made in figures 2 and 3, which illustrate respectively the problems of metastability and critical-slowing down. We discuss them in turn. The initial state of the system lies in the pure vapour phase; the chemical potential slightly favours the tiquid phase. The system remains in the metastable vapour phase for approximately 5 x lo5 MCS before condensing, over a relatively short period, to the liquid phase where it remains. In this regime, the equilibration period (controlled by the extent of the potential period of metastability) was set at 1 x lo6 MCS for the L = 16 system (and 3 x l o 5 MCS for the L = 8 system where metastability effects are less pronounced). Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the density distribution very close to criticality (again for L = 16), the data being gathered in the same fashion as described earlier.
MCS
The density exhibits large and slow fluctuations between two still well-separated ranges which represent the vestiges of the coexisting phases. 'I) pical critical configurations are shown in figure 4. In this regime, guided by the khaviour of the mean density, we utilized equilibration periods of 2.5 x IO6 and 4 x l o 5 for L = 16 and L = 8 respectively. For both system sizes, the number of equilibration steps required in the region beyond the cri:ical point was considerably less than in the critical region, decreasing systematically with increasing temperature. The number of sample observations required to build a time-invariant distribution free of spurious structure, depends on the proximity to the critical point. For the C = 16 system in the two-phase region, the data shown below typically involve Observations times of approximately half these values were found to be adequate for the L = 8 system.
Results
The computational problem p e d by the location of the nitical point in the fluid is substantially harder than its magnetic counterpart. In the (Ising) magnet the line of phase coexistence is prescribed by symmetry; in the fluid it has to be identified empirically, as a prelude to the location of the critical point in which it formally terminates. There are many possible computational criteria one may choose to effect this identification. Motivated by our central concern with the density distribution, we chose to adopt the criterion that the line of phase coexistence is the set of points (more precisely, as discussed later, a subset of those points) in p-w space along which the density distribution displays two peaks of equal height: this condition represents [33] the finite-size analogue of the free-energy equality that characterizes the phase boundary in the thermodynamic limit. In finding and tracking this set of points we made substantial use of the derivatives of the density distribution with respect to the two control parameters p and w . The derivative with respect to w is provided by the energy function measured in the simulation (cf equation (2176)); the derivative with respect to p is trivially related to the distribution itself (equation (217a) ). Appeal to these derivatives provides initial estimates (subsequently refinable) for the changes in p and w that, together, preserve the equality of heights of the two peaks.
Implementing this strategy we identified the set of p* -w values (recall equation 
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figures in the t = 8 system; with t = 16, it is identifiable (at substantially more computational cost) to five significant figures.
?he density distributions associated with a subset of these p i n t s are shown in The critical point ilself is formally identifiable as the point on this 'pseudo'-coexistence curve that separates these two different forms of crossover. The coupling which we have identilied as coming closest to realizing this critical state is tuuc = 9.00.
The evidence supporting this assignment is as follows.
First, given an appropriate choice of the non-universal scale factor a&, the associated L = 16 density distribution can be mapped into very close correspondence with the universal function 1 3 , (equation (2.15)), prescribed i n earlier studies of members of the king universality class [30] . This mapping is shown in figure 7 . The extent of the agreement is a mofivafion for our assignment of the critical coupling (made specifically to optimize this mapping) rather than further corroboration. However, the fact that it is possible at all, provides clear support for the general framework advanced here, linking the fluid and Ising magnet. The consistency of the picture is further supported by the near-scaling behaviour evident at this near-critical point: figure 7 also shows the corresponding distribution for the L = 8 system, plotted as a function of the appropriate scaling variable with the same assignment of the scale factor a,,.,, and with the index p / v assigned so that this distribution (like the others shown) has unit variance. The value required to satisfy this criterion is p / u = 0.125(1), in embarrassingly good correspondence with the exact king limit p / v = i. Although the differences from the universal limiting form are quite apparent for the C = 8 system, they are quite comparable in size and (at first sight) also in form with discrepancies found in the analysis of q54 models [38] which were subsequently shown to be attributable to corrections to scaling. We shall see, however, that they contain further structure of a significantly different form.
The remaining evidence in support of our location of criticality comes from our measurements of the energy function (~( p ) ) . Figure 8 shows the results for our two system sizes at criticality. According to our proposed scaling form (2.21) this function consists of two terms, the one explicitly odd (linear) in the scaling variable, and the other (as consideration of the king limit shows) even. The two components may thus be identified by exploiting these different symmetries. The 
us defined by u " ( ( p ) i A p ) = (2a,)-'Ld-"" ( I U ( ( P ) + A P ) + U ( ( P ) -A P ) -2 U ( ( P ) ) } ) (3.3)
which represents the 'even' part of the left-hand side of equation (2.21) with uc and p, replaced by their finite-size equivalent forms. This is one way of coping with 'corrections' to equation (221); it has the merit that, in this amended form, equation (2.21) satisfies the sum rule that follows on integration with respect to p. The mllapse shown is effected with the assignment of the single non-universal scale factor a, together with a value l / v = 1.03(3), to be compared with the lsing value U = 1. While the agreement as regards the index is satisfactory, we believe that here (as in figure 7 ) the scaling funcfion represents a substantially more compelling signature of the universality class.
This general point is made in an even more striking way in the context of the correcfbns to scaling, manifesting themselves in the diffcl-enm between the measured density distributions and their limiting king form (cf figure 7 ). There are, in fact, four sources for such discrepancies. Differences between the assigned and true values of w c and po are responsible for two of these, giving rise (to the extent that they exist) to WO refevunt corrections, associated with (not-quite-zero) values of h and T . The thud source of discrepancies is the leading irrefevunr scaling field associated with the king universality class, which is not included in the scaling msua (2.1Oa). Finally, there is the correction arising from scalingfield-mixing, identified in equation (2.24).
Identifying the latter correction amidst the others seems an unlikely proposition.
There are a number of reasons why it does actually prove possible.
The first b the ymmefty of the correction (2.24), whicb is odd in p-p,. One may thus antisymmetrize the measured distribution about its median point to eliminate the corrections associated both with the leading irrelevant correction to scaling and the even contribution associated with the thermal scaling field T .
The second mitigating circumstance is that the functional forms of the WO antisymmetric corrections are independently known. The correction due to a non-zero N B "ding and A D Bruce The value of p; is tied (by our tightly defined line of pseudo-coexistence) to the value of wc; the value of p: is both the mean and median of the critical density distribution. The discussion of these assignments and uncertainties features in our mncluding section.
A Conclusions
The general thesis motivating this work is that the fluid critical-point problem should and can be more fully integrated with its magnetic counterpart. This thesis has both a philosophical and a practical element. In a philosophical vein we wished to demonstrate more explicitly that (and the sense i n which) the fluid and the magnet belong to the same universality class. In a practical vein we set out to explore whether the computational framework deployed so successfully in studies of magnetic systems could be generalized to yield more productive ways of simulating near-critical fluids. 
